CASE STUDY

TAIWAN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE (ITRI)
INTEGRATING THE ENTERPRISE FILE FABRIC™ INTO AUTONOMOUS DRIVING WORKFLOWS

CHALLENGE
ITRI is a world-leading applied technology research
institute that employs more than 6,000 people. Its
mission is to drive industrial development and create
economic value through technology R&D. Founded in
1973, it pioneered in IC development and nurtured tech
ventures into large successful ﬁrms across various
industries.
ITRI is a key player in autonomous vehicle development. ITRI technology combines real-time
positioning, mapping technology, machine learning, and a range of sensors to simulate driving
and capture test data in real world situations. This process generates massive amounts of data
that need to be analyzed quickly and precisely.

USE CASE AND SOLUTION
The company decided to use the open source object storage platform Ceph to store the test
data. ITRI selected the Storage Made Easy (SME) Enterprise File Fabric as the platform for data
management and collaboration for their ﬁle and object storage. Engineers run tests which gather
data on a wide range of specialized equipment for further analysis and testing. The test data
ranges from collections of small ﬁles to huge directories that exceed terabytes.
Prior to using the File Fabric, ITRI users moved test data using FTP onto Network Attached
Storage (NAS) and then copied that data into Ceph. Instead, the File Fabric provides direct bidirectional access via FTP. Users are also beneﬁting from a much simpler interface increasing
productivity. Additionally, many users now use a direct web upload instead of FTP. It is a simpler
and more reliable way to get the data into Ceph. Users insert a USB drive with test data onto a
laptop and then drag and drop the ﬁles onto a web browser – amazingly easy. That same web
interface provides an easy alternative for users to download test data.
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Yungchen Wang, the system administrator for the environment, said the File Fabric has
streamlined processing for him and his users while providing options they never had before.
The system is set up to automatically track multiple versions of ﬁles. If there was an error in
one of the ﬁles, the user can simply go to the version history and correct that error. Moreover,
the use of the trash facility has enabled users to recover test ﬁles deleted accidentally.
Engineers use Conﬂuence software in a wiki for collaboration, but the platform limits the
amount of storage available, while the test data volumes are huge. The File Fabric has helped
by allowing engineers to place links to shared documents allowing for document collaboration
in Conﬂuence.
Aside from Ceph, ITRI also uses multiple cloud providers for diﬀerent data. In the past to copy
data from one provider to another required a download to an intermediate system and then an
upload to the new provider. With the File Fabric, users can see both providers and just drag and
drop from one to the other – no intermediate copy is required. The copy creates a background
job that executes independently.

Image 1. Virtual Vehicle Technology - ITRI

The autonomous driving market is extremely competitive and thus it is a priority to maintain
the conﬁdentiality of all data associated with this initiative. For documents with certain
groups of employees and third parties, ITRI uses the DLP technology that is built into the File
Fabric.
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The File Fabric provides NTFS-like permissions on object storage. One of such permissions
is a “web view-only” permission, whereby users are only able to view documents online, but are
not able to download them. ITRI uses this capability in conjunction with the built-in document
watermarking function of the File Fabric. Document watermarking strengthens the security of
the view only permissions, by ensuring that viewers cannot capture data and use it elsewhere
as without these watermarks. This makes it easy to track and identify how users got access
to particularly sensitive data.

ABOUT
STORAGE MADE EASY®
The Storage Made Easy Enterprise File Fabric™ enables IT to regain control
of "cloud data sprawl" to unify on-premises and on-cloud ﬁles into a single
easily managed converged infrastructure with policy-based controls for
governance, audit and security.
The File Fabric solution provides a “blanket” enterprises wrap around all
their data: on premises, within public and private clouds, as well as on
third-party software vendor clouds (SharePoint Online and Salesforce for
example).
Customers use the SME File Fabric product to unify corporate data to
enable workgroup collaboration with universal controls for security,
encryption, audit, and data access. Companies will have access to a
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greater understanding of where and how sensitive data is stored,
transferred, and accessible with particular focus on how companies are
able to police and audit data to ensure enforcement of the General Data
Protection Regulations (GDPR) in addition to other regional data
legislation.
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